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thE sElDoms
In their eleventh season, The Seldoms make dance works of bold, 
exacting physicality driven by inquiry into contemporary issues. 
Under the direction of choreographer Carrie Hanson, the center 
of the work is dance, however the vision extends to a total action 
and environment. Collaboration with artists/practitioners of 
architecture, installation, video, sound and fashion is a prominent 
feature. Nationally recognized collaborators include the International 
Contemporary Ensemble (ICE), composer/sound designers 
Richard Woodbury and Mikhail Fiksel, architect Joel Huffman, 
playwright Stuart Flack, visual artists Fraser Taylor and Anna Kunz, 
percussionist Timothy Daisy, and fashion designers Anke Loh and 
Maria Pinto. 

The company has been presented by Chicago venues including the 
Museum of Contemporary Art, the Harris Theater for Music and 
Dance, and The Dance Center, Contemporary Dance Theater in Ohio, 
and performed nationally in New York, Virginia, Wisconsin, Missouri, 

and abroad in Russia, 
Canada, and Taiwan. 
The Seldoms has 
been commissioned 
by Ragdale Artists 
Retreat in Lake 
Forest and the Morton 

Arboretum to create roaming outdoor performances on their 
grounds. Hanson has designed major multi-disciplinary works for  
less conventional sites such as an architectural salvage warehouse,  
a truck garage, and an Olympic-sized outdoor pool.

The Seldoms are committed to offering audiences an expanded 
experience of dance beyond entertainment, with the conviction 
that dance can carry complex social and cultural messages, and can 
ignite thought and understanding of real-world issues from its own 
embodied perspective. With three recent works on consumption, 
economic recession and climate change, they have built a reputation 
for “well-crafted and researched works that don’t hold forth a 
political agenda, but look instead at how these towering issues 
reflect back on our own humanity” (New City, naming The Seldoms 
as Best Local Dance Company in 2012 for “timeliness of subject and 
singularity of vision”). “Stupormarket”, their dance theater about the 
economic crisis, was named “Best of 2011” by the Chicago Tribune, 
Chicago Reader, and TimeOut Chicago. 

“timeliness of subject  
and singularity of vision” 
 —New City
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about Exit DisclaimEr
Exit Disclaimer: Science and Fiction Ahead is an hour-long dance 
theater work that surveys our rancorous, divisive national debate 
about climate change and its divergent positions, ranging from 
denial, skepticism and indifference to urgency. The piece uses dance 
to dramatize the pressing issue of climate change in ways that 
bring body, movement, gesture, and stagecraft to bear on scientific, 
cultural, and political concerns. Exit Disclaimer premiered at The 
Dance Center of Columbia College Chicago in 2012 and toured to 
Taipei, Taiwan. Within The Seldoms’ body of work, Exit Disclaimer sits 
alongside two previous works, Monument (2008) and Stupormarket 
(2011). These earlier pieces — the first about landfills and consumption 
and the second about the recent recession’s relationship to opposing 
economic theories — and Exit Disclaimer all arise from a fundamental 
questioning of what it means to exist in the dual identity of a 
consumer and a citizen: how do we, how can we, and how must  
we move between private goods and the public good?

sElEctED matErials From carriE hanson’s rEsEarch For Exit DisclaimEr:



troubling KnowlEDgE 
thE atmosphErE oF Exit DisclaimEr:  
sciEncE anD Fiction ahEaD
Exit Disclaimer is, ostensibly, about climate change. And yet it is not 
about the topic at all. Yes, the piece addresses global warming, which 
is perhaps the pressing political, moral, economic, and ecological 
issue of our time. And it does so with a powerful combination of 
gestural energy, spoken word, theatrical staging, sardonic wit, and 
deep seriousness. However, its true topic is neither exactly the 
science of climate change, nor precisely the workings of the natural 
environment. Rather, Exit Disclaimer explores the human context—
not the climatological atmosphere but the social atmosphere if you 
will—in which scientific findings enter and, as the title of the dance 
suggests, exit, often with only a modicum of change in public policy 
or personal behavior. 

What are we, as citizens of the United States and the world, to do 
given that our current human environment seems unable to respond 
to the problems occurring in our natural one? Grappling with this 
question, Exit Disclaimer takes its name from the wording placed 
on hyperlinks that lead from the official websites of government 
institutions such as the Environmental Protection Agency to 
unendorsed online materials. The piece asks us to click on these 
“disclaimed” links, as it were, and spend some time in the uncertain, 
almost delirious, and certainly contentious spaces to which they take 
us. Exit does not demand that we abandon authoritative sources of 
information about global warming or, worse yet, give up entirely on 
the issue in exasperation. What it does do is request that we keep 
going beyond the accepted scientific word and officially sanctioned 
interpretation of data—into the murkier realms of private experience, 
vested corporate economic interests, duplicitous public relations 
campaigns, and messy public debate—without descending into 
frustrated relativity or despondent apathy. It reminds us that we 
need science about climate change, we depend on it, and yet merely 
repeating the scientific facts alone has not yet produced a solution 
or even a consensus about what to do.

In this way, Exit Disclaimer is a dance not so much about climate 
change as it is about knowledge: how we create it, how we receive 
it, what we do with it, when and why we dispute it, and who exactly 
this “we” is in relation to it. After all, the performance starts with a 
school desk. It goes from there to a contemplation of the processes 
by which we come to know what we think we know—or do not know, 
or are unsure of—when it comes to the natural environment.  

“If you think you can solve a serious 
environmental question like global 
warming without actually confronting 
the question of by whom and how the 
foundational value structure of our 
society is being determined, then you 
are kidding yourself.” 

 —David Harvey, Companion to Marx’s Capital



How do the official and the unconfirmed relate to each other?  
How do we distinguish between the provable and the questionable? 
When does healthy skepticism give way to paranoid and conspiratorial 
denial? Where does the money lead when it comes to the knowledge 
undergirding policy decisions and advocacy (or opposition)? Is there a 
way to sever the profit motive from the survival instinct when facing a 
slow-motion (increasingly not so slow in fact) catastrophe such as global 
warming? Why does dissatisfaction so often accompany abundance and 
can we discover, somehow, limits that will make our lives on the planet 
sustainable? How should we link the global to the local, the ecological 
to the individual, the natural to the human-made, when it comes to rules 
and regulations, laws and protocols, and attitudes and sensibilities about 
climate change? 

Exit Disclaimer is most of all about troubling knowledge—and it is so 
in two senses. First, the piece asks us what it means when individual 
citizens learn the difficult news from scientists that the Earth is in peril. 
How should we respond to this troubling knowledge? What are we, as 
individual citizens and as a collective society, to do? That is the first 
question of knowledge that Exit Disclaimer addresses. But there is a 
second one too. The dance also challenges us to pay closer attention  

to the troubling of knowledge. 
Artistic director Carrie Hanson 
and The Seldoms want us to 
notice how knowledge gets 
constructed and circulated—
and, just as crucially, how, 
when it comes to the current 
efforts to deny climate 
change, knowledge gets 
contested and undermined. 
The dance probes what it 
means to attain knowledge 
about the natural environment 

in a social environment of well-funded attacks on the consensus that 
climate change is happening at an alarming pace. What do we do when 
faced with contradictory assertions, interpretations, and even facts 
themselves? Exit Disclaimer also demands that we engage more fully 
with the necessary but ultimately inadequate individual consumer 
choice to “go green.” Can corporate consumerism ever truly separate 
the need for profit from the requirements of environmental exploitation? 
When is “going green”  just a commodified lifestyle choice within the 
system, and a fairly elitist one at that, rather than a transformation  
of how we actually live? And what really are the alternatives, anyway? 

Is sustainability of any kind possible? What would it look like? 
What would it be like? What would it feel like? 

Dancing around these questions, posing them without engaging in 
haranguing agitprop, Exit Disclaimer leaves certified truths behind 
to address the destabilized landscape of contemporary politics 
and culture, particularly in the United States. In the clotted smog 
of American public discourse and social experience today, in which 
competing knowledges swirl about without ever seeming to alter our 
course away from a looming ecological disaster, in which we cannot 
even agree on what to think, never mind what to do, can non-linguistic 
modes of expression such as dance movement help us ourselves move 
toward something better? Can bringing the dancing body into play with 
the collective social body, indeed with the very body of Gaia, Mother 
Earth, herself, make a difference? 

We live in a time when we no longer ignore ecological issues; this isn’t 
the “silent spring” that Rachel Carson wrote about in 1962 when she 
documented the environmental degradation caused by pesticides in 
the US. No, our world, at least the American one, is a very noisy place 
when it comes to protecting the natural environment. It is full  
of conflicting voices shouting all at once. Some are reasonable and 
some are irrational and some are downright crazy; some use the 
scientific method and others contest it; some turn to theology and 
religion while others to the secular principles of the Enlightenment; 
some express apathy while others undertake political organizing as 
best they can. The Seldoms ask us to live with these many voices, 
to move with them, to exit from our set positions and enter into this 
dense and confusing atmosphere. The virtuosic interplay among 
the dancers, the feisty zest of their performances together, and the 
strange deliriums of Exit Disclaimer’s theatrical props, soundscapes, 
and settings— ancient school desks and idling cars, snow globes and 
spatulas, pancakes and spinning wheels, carbon credits and deranged 
political speeches—bring us into the difficulties, even the despair, we 
face today when it comes to stopping climate change. 

But so too, Exit Disclaimer offers a strange kind of hope: perhaps by 
leaving our sureties behind, by broadening what it means to feel as  
well as think our way through how our society constructs—and 
contests—knowledge about the natural world, we can then enter, 
uncertainly but with fierce determination, into transformations of  
the way we live. Lifted into this state of awareness by Exit Disclaimer, 
maybe we humans can finally stake a proper claim to a deserving life—
and deserving life—on planet Earth.

michaEl J. KramEr  / History and American Studies, Northwestern 
University / Dramaturg, The Seldoms

“This is a full-on fight 
between information 
and disinformation, 
between the urge to 
witness and the urge 
to cover up.”

 —Bill McKibben



amanDa mcalistEr is originally from Nashville, 
Tennessee where she trained and performed 
with The School of Nashville Ballet. She received 
her BA in dance from Columbia College Chicago, 
where she discovered her love and appreciation 
for modern dance. Amanda has worked with 
and performed works in NYC and in Chicago 
by Choreographers Lar Lubovich, Banu Ogan, 
David Parsons, Michael Cole, Angie Hauser, and 
Liz Burritt. She has taught dance workshops in 
Nashville to teens and choreographed for several 
dance films in Chicago and feels honored to have 
had them featured at CFANN and Dance Films 
Association in NYC. She loves sharing her passion 
for movement with others and is committed 
to teaching Pilates to the elderly and Pre and 
Post-natal throughout Chicago and at Frog 
Temple Pilates. Check out her Pilates website at 
amandahoward.org. Amanda feels honored to be  
a part of The Seldoms since 2007.

JaViEr marchÁn ramos is from Waukesha, WI. 
His curiosity for dancing began when he was a 
teenager, attending raves every chance he could. 
He received his BFA in dance from UW Milwaukee 
with Dean’s Honors for his guest artist work 
with Amii LeGendre and Danceworks, company 
work with Wild Space Dance, his ACDFA gala 
performance with Eric Bradley, and his studies 
in Melbourne, Australia at Victoria College of 
Art and Melbourne University. Locally and most 
recently, Javier performed for Joel Valentin-
Martinez in dances curated for Queer and Latino/
Latina studies festivals in Chicago, Ann Arbor, and 
Minneapolis and showed his own choreography at 
Rooftop Dance MKE. Aside from dancing Javier 
runs a mobile therapeutic massage service and 
designs/produces a full felted line of custom 
accessories called “dayjobbes.” Javier has  
danced with The Seldoms since 2010.

cara sabin has been with The Seldoms since 
2005. An athlete all her life, she discovered 
dance while in her senior year of high school. 
She received a BFA from The Dance Center of 
Columbia College under Bonnie Brooks and an 
MPP from The Harris School. She has had the 
opportunity to perform works at the Kennedy 
Center in Washington D.C., at Lincoln Center’s  
Out of Doors Festival and at Solar1’s Solar-
Powered Dance Festival in New York. Aside from 
dance, Cara has reconnected with her athletic 
roots and is a Strength & Conditioning Coach and 
manager at CrossFit Defined where she combines 
her love of movement and teaching.

JuliE E. ballarD 
Lighting & Technical Direction 
Julie E. Ballard is a Chicago-based professional 
theatrical technician, specializing in lighting 
design, photography and production/stage 
management. She was the Lighting Director at the 
Dance Center of Columbia College for nearly  
8 years, and is owner/operator of OverlapLighting, 
her freelance production company. Ms. Ballard 
is currently the second company Production/
Stage Manager for the world-renowned Hubbard 
Street Dance Chicago, and Technical Director 
for The Seldoms, under Artistic Director Carrie 
Hanson (named one of Dance Magazine’s 25 to 
watch, 2012). Additionally, Ballard works in and 
around Chicago (Same Planet/Different World, 
Deeply Rooted Dance Theatre, Kristina Isabelle 
Dance), Cleveland (Marquez Dance Project, 
Travesty Dance), and St. Louis, where she has 
managed the Lee Theater as a visiting technician, 
designer, and stage manager for the annual 
Spring to Dance festival since 2011. Ms. Ballard 
has served as the Production/Stage Manager 
for the American Dance Festival (2003-2004) 
and Lighting Supervisor for David Dorfman 
Dance (2006-2008), and has toured to national 
and international venues in San Francisco, New 
York, Siberia and South Africa, with upcoming 
engagements in Germany and the Netherlands. 
Ms. Ballard holds degrees in Theater (BA) and 
Lighting Design (MFA) from Kent State University 
and the University of Florida, respectively.  
www.overlaplighting.com.

laurEn warnEcKE 
Stage Manager 
Lauren Warnecke is a Chicago-based writer and 
educator. She holds degrees in Dance (BA, ’03) 
and Kinesiology (MS, ’09), and is currently a  
full-time faculty member for the Department  
of Kinesiology and Nutrition at the University 
of Illinois-Chicago. Lauren created the dance 
blog Art Intercepts in 2009, and is a dance critic 
and columnist for SeeChicagoDance, Windy City 
Times, and the Huffington Post, with occasional 
contributions to Dance Advantage, 4dancers, and 
The L Stop. Lauren freelances as a production/
stage manager, curator, choreographer, and grant 
writer. She is a Certified Personal Trainer (ACSM) 
and Functional Training Specialist (ACE) and will 
begin her PhD studies Fall 2014 in Kinesiology at 
the University of Illinois–Chicago. Follow Lauren 
on Twitter @artintercepts.

thE DirEctor
carriE hanson 
Founder & Artistic Director 
Carrie Hanson is a choreographer, performer 
and educator. Having led The Seldoms for over a 
decade, she has designed major multidisciplinary 
projects with many acclaimed local and national 
artists working in visual arts, music/sound design, 
fashion design and architecture. Ms. Hanson 
was named one of “25 to Watch” in 2012 by 
Dance Magazine, and Time Out Chicago called 
her “a virtuoso of meticulous composition” who 
makes “clear-edged, challenging dances.” Most 
recently, her interest in pressing dance to speak 
to problems of the day, such as the economy 
and the environment, have led to dance theater 
works noted for their humor and humanity. She 
has been commissioned by the National Theater 
of Mannheim, Germany, the Elena Slobodchikova 
Dance Company in Russia, WCdance of Taiwan, 
and the Morton Arboretum, among others. 
Hanson was a Chicago Dancemaker’s Forum Lab 
Artist, has twice been awarded an Illinois Arts 
Council Choreographic Fellowship, and received a 
Ruth Page Award for Performance. She has twice 
been named by New City magazine as one of 
“The Players: 50 People Who Really Perform for 
Chicago.” Ms. Hanson is Adjunct Faculty at The 
Dance Center of Columbia College Chicago and 
has taught at university programs, including the 
National Taiwan University of the Arts, University 
of Wisconsin/Madison and her alma mater, Texas 
Christian University. She holds an MA in Dance 
Studies from Laban London. 

thE EnsEmblE
christina gonZalEZ-gillEtt  
Assistant Director & Performer 
Christina grew up in the Chicago area and 
attended the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign where she received a BFA in Dance. 
She later moved to London to pursue her Master’s 
Degree in Dance Studies at the Laban Centre 
(now known as TrinityLaban Conservatory for 
Music and Dance) under the tutelage of Rosemary 
Butcher and Dr. Valerie Rimmer. During that 
time she worked professionally with independent 
choreographers and danced for several companies 
including BlueWhite under the direction of 
Melanie Clarke. Christina remained in London 
to teach at Kingston University and continued 
to dance professionally until moving back to 
Chicago. Christina taught at The Dance Center of 
Columbia College from 2004-2012, and teaches 
company class for The Seldoms. She is certified in 
Laban Movement Analysis and is also a certified 
Pilates instructor with over eight years teaching 
experience in the Chicago area.

philip Elson 
Performer, Media & Technology Coordinator 
Philip is a dance artist engaging with various 
arenas of dance research and performance 
including live performance, dance for camera, 
dance education and experimental collaboration. 
He recently premiered his first evening links work, 
Terms and Conditions, at Links Hall in Chicago. 
Elson has worked with companies and artists 
such as Same Planet Different World Dance 
Theater, The Dance COLEctive, tEEth, Khechari 
Dance Theater, Colleen Halloran, Liz Burritt, Paige 
Cunningham, Matthew Hollis, Jyl Fehrenkamp, 
Laboratory Dancers, and Muscle Memory Dance 
Theatre. His choreographic work has been 
showcased in Chicago as part of the Harvest 
Festival, The Open Space Project, Poonie’s 
Cabaret and others. He holds a Bachelor of Fine 
Arts in Dance from Columbia College Chicago. 
Philip has been a member of The Seldoms  
since 2008.

Damon D. grEEn is a dance artist and founder  
of TEXTUREDance Studio, an urban dance school 
located on Chicago’s north side. Green is a 
prominent contemporary performer in Chicago, 
working with The Seldoms for six years, and 
also continues to explore and perform the form 
of Vogueing, in its fusion with contemporary 
vocabulary, alongside choreographer Darrell 
Jones (2013 Bessie Award winner). In addition, 
Damon has worked with choreographer and 
dance educator Paige Cunningham-Calderalla, 
fusing Contemporary Ballet and Vogueing in 
One Careless Gesture Away from Destruction 
(2011) and her latest work OFF – CENTER (named 
one of “top 25 dance performances of 2013,” 
Chicago Tribune). Green has performed abroad 
in Russia, Taiwan and Canada, and introduced 
Vogueing to Canadian and Russian students at 
such festivals as The Isadora International Festival 
of Contemporary Dance and The World Dance 
Alliance Conference Festival. In 2010, Timeout 
Chicago named Green one of the “Top 10 Men  
of Dance.”



upcoming EVEnts
Pivot Arts Festival 
June 1–2, 2014 
Mundelein Center, Studio 409 
Loyola University, Chicago

Power Goes  
(open work-in-progress showing) 
July 25, 2014 
MCA Stage, Chicago

The Seldoms Summer Intensive 
August 4–8, 2014 
Pulaski Park Fieldhouse, Chicago

Power Goes (premiere) 
September 13, 2014 
XFEST at SIUE, Edwardsville, IL 

Winter Concert 
December 5–7, 12–14, 2014 
Links Hall at Constellation, Chicago

Power Goes  
(Chicago premiere)  
March 2015 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago 

climatE changE 
EngagEmEnt
Globally http://350.org

Locally Evanston GreenBuzz  
http://evanstongreenbuzz.org.

On Campus DivestNU 
http://divestnu.org.

Northwestern University  
Office of Sustainability  
http://www.northwestern.edu/sustainability/

SEED Students for Ecological and 
Environmental Development  
http://groups.northwestern.edu/seed/

support thE sElDoms 
Your tax-deductible contribution enables us 
to create rich collaborations with acclaimed 
artists and bring new contemporary 
performance to Chicago audiences and 
beyond. 

Donate online at www.theseldoms.org  
or by check to:  
The Seldoms 
2427 Burr Oak Avenue 
North Riverside IL 60546 
email us at mail@theseldoms.org  
with questions

acKnowlEDgmEnts 
Support is generously provided by Northwestern University,  
including the Institute for Sustainability and Energy (ISEN), 
Engineering Transdisciplinary Outreach Project in the Arts (ETOPiA), 
Department of Performance Studies, Department of History, 
Chabraja Center for Historical Studies, Mellon Dance Studies in/and 
the Humanities, and Alice Kaplan Institute for the Humanities.

The Seldoms are supported by The Richard H. Driehaus Foundation, 
The Donnelley Foundation, the Alphawood Foundation, Jesser, Ravid, 
Jason Basso and Farber, LLP and many generous individuals. 

The Seldoms are in residency at Pulaski Park, through the Chicago 
Park District’s Arts Partners in Residence Program, which unites 
artists and communities in Chicago’s parks.

Thanks to Susan Lee, Matthew Grayson, the AKIH and Dance 
Program students who assisted with publicity, and all others  
who made this residency possible.

Special thanks to William Frederking (p. 2, 6)  
and Brian Kuhlmann (cover, p. 5) for photography.

Graphic elements taken from Carrie Hanson’s notebook.

Program Design by Sierra Lauren Korthof.

spEcial EVEnts
FriDay night, april 25th  
Preshow discussion

Carrie Hanson, artistic director,  
The Seldoms

Dr. Michael J. Kramer, visiting assistant 
professor, History/American Studies/
Center for Civic Engagement, dramaturg, 
The Seldoms

saturDay night, april 26th 
Postshow panel

Carrie Hanson, artistic director,  
The Seldoms

Dr. Michael J. Kramer, visiting assistant 
professor, History/American Studies/
Center for Civic Engagement

Dr. Keith Woodhouse, assistant professor, 
History/Environmental Policy & Culture

Dr. Sarah Lovinger, M.D., adjunct lecturer, 
Environmental Policy & Culture/Feinberg 
School of Medicine

Dr. Kimberly Gray, professor, Civil and 
Environmental Engineering

Dr. Tania Munz, lecturer, Science and 
Human Culture Program

Dr. Susan A. Lee, professor, Dance/
Theatre

Dr. D. Soyini Madison, professor, 
Performance Studies

tuEsDay night, april 22
Special Earth Day Event, 7:30 p.m.

“Dancing Around Climate Change,” 
Excerpts from Exit Disclaimer with 
responses from Northwestern University 
environmental experts

Ryan Auditorium, Technological Institute
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